
As you and your loved one with a substance use disorder approach the holiday season, it is likely that you may be 
invited to a holiday gathering or you may be hosting one. Here are some general thoughts to keep in mind:

• Accept that this holiday, and perhaps many in the future, will be different – and that’s okay.

• Consider a non-alcoholic holiday – or if necessary - consider not attending your traditional holiday festivities. 
If this is not a reasonable option, then make sure there will be plenty of alternative beverages available (e.g. 
sparkling cider, water, juices, punches, etc.) [Generally, most recovering alcoholics prefer beverages that don’t 
look or taste like the real thing.] You can bring your own beverages.

• Own “your holiday” and let others own theirs. Now this might come as a shock; you actually have a choice. You 
can choose to attend, or not attend. You can choose to invite, or not invite. And yes, it’s not always an easy choice 
– especially with close family.

• Manage expectations – yours and the addict/
alcoholics. Really – let go of your expectations. 
Things will not be like a Norman Rockwell painting 
or a “White Christmas” movie. Many expect those in 
recovery to be joyous and outgoing because they are 
sober. The reality is they may feel crappy, stressed, 
and in despair.

• Prepare the addict/alcoholic – have them get clarity 
with their sponsor exactly what to expect, how to 
behave and manage the situation.

• It’s important not to bring up old examples of how 
they let you down in the past. (It will just lead to 
arguments.)

• Remember - if someone is in active use and they won’t quit to save their job, their relationships, their own life, 
they are not going to stop because it’s the holiday and because you and others want them to you.

• Relapse prevention should start before the holidays. Establish boundaries specific to the holidays. Ask the 
addict/alcoholic what can be done to make them feel more comfortable during this season.

• Recovering addicts/alcoholics should assemble a “Recovery Kit.” At a minimum, the kit should contain contact 
info for their sponsor and a back-up; include reading material (e.g. AA Big Book, Daily Meditations, etc.): and a 
list of meetings in the area you are visiting.

• Prepare host or guests in advance – get it out on the table - awareness is important. (If you are not comfortable 
having that conversation, then have another family member or person spread the word on your behalf.)

• Consider celebrating sobriety – talk openly about it. Explain the challenges of rehab and the challenges with 
sobriety – it prevents everyone from walking on eggshells.

• Understand that triggers abound – not just people and places – but things – sounds, smells, tastes, emotions – 
memories of the holiday.

• Don’t hover around the addict/alcoholic – it can put everyone under stress (you, them, and the guest that may 
notice.)

“Home for the Holidays”



• If alcohol is going to be present, remember “Alcoholism comes in a person; not in a bottle.” The recovering 
alcoholic will not necessarily relapse because alcohol is available. (It’s all the “other stuff ” going on that could 
trigger a relapse.)

• Don’t “announce” that non-alcoholic beverages are available. “Announcing” makes the addict/alcoholic feel self-
conscious and guilty.

• Always ask what each guest wants to drink – don’t assume – there could be others present that are silently 
struggling.

• Relapse most often occurs when the recovering addict/alcoholic is feeling highly emotional and stressed. Try 
your best to “Keep it Simple”

• Have the addict/alcoholic “buddy up” by spending the day with their sponsor or someone else in recovery – to 
provide support and run interference. (FYI - a parent may not always be the best person to do that.)

• Be aware that some people attending the party may have contributed to your child’s active use.

• Arrive early and leave early – before the effects of alcohol or drug use becomes apparent with some of the guests 
as the party wears on.

• Have an escape plan - a signal for the addict/alcoholic to give you an indication that temptation is becoming an 
issue and it is time to leave.

• Foods cooked with wine, brandy, or other spirits – if cooked long enough to destroy the alcoholic content – are 
technically okay. (But let the person in recovery know how it was prepared – so they can decide if they want to 
risk eating it.)

• Label foods and desserts that have alcohol content – fruit cake, rum cake, liqueur-filled chocolates, etc.

• Each holiday presents a uniquely different situation – different memories, expectation, dynamics, and triggers – 
plan each one accordingly.


